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Abstract: A measurement of the time-integrated CP asymmetry in D0 ! K0SK0S decays
is reported. The data correspond to an integrated luminosity of about 2 fb 1 collected
in 2015{2016 by the LHCb collaboration in pp collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of
13 TeV. The D0 candidate is required to originate from a D+ ! D0+ decay, allowing the
determination of the avour of the D0 meson using the pion charge. The D0 ! K+K 
decay, which has a well measured CP asymmetry, is used as a calibration channel. The
CP asymmetry for D0 ! K0SK0S is measured to be
ACP (D0 ! K0SK0S) = (4:3 3:4 1:0)%;
where the rst uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. This result is com-
bined with the previous LHCb measurement at lower centre-of-mass energies to obtain
ACP (D0 ! K0SK0S) = (2:3 2:8 0:9)%:
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1 Introduction
In the Standard Model, violation of charge-parity (CP ) symmetry originates from the pres-
ence of a single phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [1]. Experimental
results support the CKM mechanism for CP violation, but additional sources of CP viola-
tion are needed to explain cosmological observations of the relative abundance of matter
and antimatter in the universe [2]. In the charm sector, CP violation has not yet been ob-
served, but measurements of CP asymmetries in Cabibbo-suppressed D0 ! h+h  decays
(h = ;K) have reached 0.2% and 0.03% precision for time-integrated [3] and indirect CP
asymmetries [4], respectively.
The D0 ! K0SK0S decay is a promising discovery channel for CP violation in charm
decays [5]. Only loop-suppressed amplitudes and exchange diagrams that vanish in the
SU(3) avour limit contribute to this decay. These amplitudes can have dierent strong
and weak phases and are of similar size. The time-integrated CP asymmetry, ACP , in
D0 ! K0SK0S decays may therefore be enhanced to an observable level [6], and could be
as large as 1.1% [5]. Examples of such diagrams are shown in gure 1. The most precise
measurement of this asymmetry to date, ACP (K0SK0S ) = ( 0:02 1:53 0:17)%, has been
performed by the Belle collaboration [7]. Earlier measurements were also performed by the
LHCb [8] and CLEO [9] collaborations. This article reports a new measurement of ACP in
the decay D0 ! K0SK0S using LHCb data collected in 2015 and 2016.
The measurement of the CP asymmetry, dened as
ACP (K0SK0S ) 
 (D0 ! K0SK0S )   (D0 ! K0SK0S )
 (D0 ! K0SK0S ) +  (D0 ! K0SK0S )
; (1.1)
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Figure 1. Exchange (left) and penguin annihilation (right) diagrams contributing to the
D0 ! K0SK0S amplitude. Based on ref. [5].
requires knowledge of the avour of the D0 meson at production. A sample of avour-tagged
D0 ! K0SK0S decays is obtained by selecting D+ mesons that are produced in the primary
interaction (hereafter referred to as prompt), with the subsequent decay D+ ! D0+.1
The charge of the pion in this decay identies the avour of the accompanying D0 meson.
The eect of D0  D0 mixing [10] is negligible compared to the precision of this analysis
and is not considered further.
The experimentally measured quantity is the raw asymmetry, dened as
Araw  ND0  ND0
ND0 +ND0
; (1.2)
where ND0 is the measured yield of D
+ ! D0+, D0 ! K0SK0S decays and ND0 is the
measured yield of D  ! D0 , D0 ! K0SK0S decays. This observable is related to the
CP asymmetry by the expression, valid for small asymmetries,
Araw  ACP +Aprod +Adet; (1.3)
where Aprod is the D production asymmetry, dened as Aprod  (D+) (D )
(D+)+(D ) , and Adet
is the tag detection asymmetry, dened as Adet 
(+tag) ( tag)
(+tag)+(
 
tag)
. The symbol tag refers
to the pion in the D decay. To a very good approximation, knowledge of Adet and Aprod
is unnecessary when using a calibration channel with the same production and tagging
mechanism. The decay channel D0 ! K+K  is used for this purpose. The production
and detection asymmetries cancel when taking the dierence of the raw asymmetries:
ACP  Araw(K0SK0S ) Araw(K+K ) (1.4)
= ACP (K0SK0S ) ACP (K+K ): (1.5)
The quantity ACP (K+K ) has been measured with a precision of 0.2% [3], thus allowing
the determination of ACP (K0SK0S ).
1The inclusion of charge-conjugate processes is implied throughout this document, unless explicitly
specied.
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2 LHCb detector
The LHCb detector [11, 12] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the
pseudorapidity range 2 <  < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c
quarks. The detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip
vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detector
(TT) located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and three
stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes placed downstream of the magnet.
The tracking system provides a measurement of momentum, p, of charged particles with
a relative uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum to 1.0% at 200 GeV=c. The
minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex (PV), the impact parameter (IP), is mea-
sured with a resolution of (15 + 29=pT)m, where pT is the component of the momentum
transverse to the beam, in GeV=c. Dierent types of charged hadrons are distinguished
using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors. Photons, elec-
trons and hadrons are identied by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad and
preshower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons
are identied by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional
chambers. The magnetic eld deects oppositely-charged particles in opposite directions
and this can lead to detection asymmetries. Periodically reversing the magnetic eld po-
larity throughout the data taking almost cancels the eect. The conguration with the
magnetic eld pointing upwards (downwards), MagUp (MagDown), bends positively (neg-
atively) charged particles in the horizontal plane towards the centre of the LHC ring.
The online event selection is performed by a trigger, which consists of a hardware stage,
based on information from the calorimeter and muon systems, followed by a software stage,
which applies a full event reconstruction. At the hardware trigger stage, events are required
to have a muon with high pT or a hadron, photon or electron with high transverse-energy
deposit in the calorimeters.
Simulated events are used at various phases of the analysis. In the simulation, pp
collisions are generated using Pythia [13, 14] with a specic LHCb conguration [15].
Decays of hadronic particles are described by EvtGen [16], in which nal-state radiation is
generated using Photos [17]. The interaction of the generated particles with the detector,
and its response, are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [18, 19] as described in ref. [20].
3 Event selection
The 2015 and 2016 data samples collected in pp collisions at 13 TeV, which correspond
to about 2 fb 1 of integrated luminosity, are used in this analysis. Candidates are recon-
structed in the decay D+ ! D0+, followed by D0 ! K0SK0S and then K0S ! + .
The hardware trigger decision is required to be based either on the transverse energy de-
posited in the hadronic calorimeter by a charged particle from the decay of the D0 meson,
or on signatures not associated with the D+ decay, such as a high-pT muon, or a high
transverse-energy deposit in the electromagnetic or hadronic calorimeters. The rst stage
of the software trigger selects a sample with enhanced heavy-avour content by requiring
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the presence of a large IP, high-pT charged particle. In the second stage of the software
trigger, each selected event is required to contain at least one fully-reconstructed candidate
for the D+ ! D0+, D0 ! K0SK0S decay.
The decays K0S! +  are reconstructed in two dierent categories: the rst involving
K0S mesons that decay early enough for the decay products to be reconstructed in the vertex
detector; and the second containing K0S candidates that decay outside the acceptance of the
vertex detector, but within the TT acceptance. These categories are referred to as long and
downstream, respectively. The long category has better mass, momentum and decay-vertex
resolution than the downstream category. In this analysis at least one K0S in each D
0 decay
is required to be of the long type. There are therefore two subsamples used: one where
both K0S candidates are long and the other where one is long and the other is downstream.
These are referred to as the LL and LD subsamples, and are analysed separately, since they
exhibit dierent resolutions. One or more of the charged decay products from a long K0S
meson is required to activate the rst stage of the software trigger. The pion candidates
used in the K0S reconstruction are required to be high-quality tracks, using the 
2/ndf
of the track t and the output Pfake of a multivariate classier, trained to identify fake
tracks, that combines information from the particle identication and tracking systems.
To ensure that pion candidates do not originate from the PV, they are required to satisfy
2IP > 36. The quantity 
2
IP for a given particle is dened as the dierence in the vertex t
2 of the PV associated to the particle, reconstructed with and without the particle being
considered. For downstream K0S candidates, the pions are required to satisfy p > 3 GeV=c
and pT > 175 MeV=c.
Two oppositely charged pions are used to form K0S candidates. The vertex t is required
to satisfy 2 < 30 and the 2IP is required to be greater than 9 (4) for long (downstream)
K0S candidates. Furthermore, long (downstream) K
0
S candidates are required to satisfy
pT > 500 (750) MeV=c.
Two reconstructed K0S candidates are paired to form D
0 candidates, requiring 2 < 10
for the vertex t. The sum of the pT of the K
0
S candidates is required to exceed 1500
(2000) MeV=c for LL (LD) candidates. The angle between the D0 momentum and the
vector connecting the PV to the D0 decay vertex is required to be less than 34.6 mrad.
The measured decay time of the D0 meson is required to be greater than 0.2 ps. Finally,
the D0 mass is required to be within 20 MeV=c2 of the known value [10].
A pion candidate (+tag) is added to a reconstructed D
0 meson to form a D+ candidate,
with a D+ vertex t which is required to have 2 < 25. The +tag candidate is required to
have pT > 100 MeV=c, and to pass through regions of the detector that are known to have
a small detector asymmetry [8]. A small fraction of tag candidates are reconstructed with
the wrong charge assignment, and are removed by a selection on track quality.
An important source of background is due to the presence of D0 ! K0S+  decays,
where the +  pair satises the K0S selection. In principle, the contribution of this
channel can be substantial, due to its large branching fraction, but it is eectively reduced
by placing a requirement on the K0S ight distance (FD) and on the mass of the K
0
S
candidates. The quantity 2FD is the square of the measured K
0
S ight distance divided
by the square of its uncertainty. Figure 2 shows a two-dimensional plot of the value of
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Figure 2. Two-dimensional distribution of the logarithm of the K0S ight distance signicance
(log2FD) for the two K
0
S candidates in the LL subsample of D
0 ! K0SK0S decays. The D0 ! K0SK0S
signal can be observed in the upper right region of the plot. The contour corresponds to eq. (3.1).
the quantity log 2FD for K
0
S pairs in the LL sample. In the gure, four separate regions
are visible. The upper right part of the plot, where both K0S candidates have signicant
ight distances, is the D0 ! K0SK0S signal, while the upper left and lower right regions
correspond to D0 ! K0S+  decays. The lower left is populated by D0 ! + + 
decays and combinatorial background. A requirement on 2FD is only necessary for long
K0S candidates, since downstream K
0
S candidates decay far from the PV by construction.
For the LL subsample the requirement on the two K0S candidates (K
0
S1 and K
0
S2) is
[log2FD(K
0
S1)  10]2 + [log2FD(K0S2)  10]2 < 16; (3.1)
while for the LD sample log 2FD(K
0
SL) > 2:5 is imposed on the long K
0
S candidate.
The K0S mass requirements areq
[m(K0
S1) mK0 ]2 + [m(K0S2) mK0 ]2 < 10:5 MeV=c2; (3.2)
for LL candidates, with mK0 = 497:6 MeV=c
2 [10], ands
m(K0
SL) mK0
10:5 MeV=c2
2
+

m(K0
SD) mK0
15 MeV=c2
2
< 1; (3.3)
for LD candidates. This selection takes into account the dierence in resolution between
m(K0
SL) and m(K
0
SD). The log
2
FD(K
0
S ) and m(K
0
S ) regions corresponding to signal and
peaking-background candidates are identied using simulations. They are further optimised
on charge-integrated data by minimising the expected statistical uncertainty on Araw.
Events in which the D+ meson is not produced in the primary interaction, but instead
is the product of a b-hadron decay, are characterised by a dierent production asymmetry
and are treated as background. These so-called secondary D+ candidates tend to have
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larger values of 2IP(D
0) than prompt D+ candidates and are suppressed by requiring
log2IP(D
0) < 3:0 (3.5) for the LL (LD) subsample. The requirement log 2IP(
+
tag) < 2:5 is
imposed on both subsamples. Simulated events are used to estimate the residual secondary
fraction in the LL and LD subsamples to be 9% and 13%, respectively.
A multivariate classier, based on the k-nearest neighbours (kNN) algorithm [21], is
used to further suppress combinatorial background. The kNN algorithm classies events
according to the fraction of signal events among its k nearest neighbours (taken from the
training sample of signal and background events), where the distance is calculated in the
n-dimensional space of the input variables and k is a positive integer. The training sam-
ple uses simulated events for the signal and data events from the D0 mass sidebands for
the background. A wide range of input variables based on track and vertex quality, the
transverse momenta of K0S and D
0 candidates, helicity angles of the K0S and D
0 decays
and particle identication information on the pions in the D0 decays was initially con-
sidered. Variables depending on the tag track are not included in the classier to avoid
introducing possible bias on the asymmetry measurement. The actual variables used, the
value of k, and the selection on the classier output are optimised separately for the LL
and LD subsamples, using the expected statistical uncertainty on the raw asymmetry as a
gure of merit.
For the D0 ! K+K  control channel, an attempt is made to keep the selection similar
to the D0 ! K0SK0S channel, although some selections made at the software trigger level
are dierent for the two channels. Charged tracks positively identied as kaons in the
RICH detectors are selected to reconstruct D0 candidates. The kaons are required to
satisfy 2IP > 4. For the D
0 candidates, at least one of the kaons is required to have
pT > 1 GeV/c. The sum of the kaon momenta is required to exceed 5 GeV=c and the D
0
pT is required to be at least 1 GeV=c. Furthermore, the angle between the D
0 momentum
vector and the vector connecting the primary and decay vertices is required to be less than
17.3 mrad. The following selections are the same as for the D0 ! K0SK0S channel: tag
ducial cuts, fake-track probability and 2IP selection; and requirements on D
0 2IP and
invariant mass.
4 Asymmetry measurement
The raw asymmetry for D0 ! K0SK0S is determined by separating the selected candidates
into subsets tagged by positively and negatively charged pions. A simultaneous unbinned
maximum likelihood t to their m distributions is performed, where m is the dierence
of the reconstructed invariant mass of the D+ and the D0 candidates. The calculation of
m is made after the full decay chain has been reconstructed using a mass constraint on
the K0S candidates and constraining the D
+ candidate to originate from the PV.
The signal shape is modelled using the Johnson SU distribution [22], which consists of
a core Gaussian-like shape but allows for an asymmetric tail
S(x;; ; ; ) /
"
1 +

x  

2#  12
 exp
(
 1
2

 +  sinh 1

x  

2)
: (4.1)
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Arawsig nsig Arawbkg Purity Pt(%) Nobs
LL MagUp 0:008 0:057 346 21  0:097 0:069 0.92 48 589
LL MagDown 0:103 0:052 413 24  0:098 0:068 0.92 43 675
LD MagUp  0:046 0:102 156 18  0:021 0:044 0.67 93 758
LD MagDown  0:078 0:107 152 19  0:040 0:038 0.60 14 950
Table 1. Fit results on the D0 ! K0SK0S LL and LD samples for each magnet polarity,
where Nobs represents the number of candidates tted. The purity is determined in the range
144:5 < m < 146:5 MeV=c2. For each sample, a 2 test statistic for the tted model and binned
data for positively and negatively charged candidates is constructed. The quantity Pt is the prob-
ability of observing a 2 value greater than that observed in the t to real data, determined using
simulated pseudoexperiments sampled from the tted model.
The background shape is described with an exponential function multiplied by a threshold
factor and is zero below a xed endpoint, which is set to the pion mass m
B(x;m; ) /
p
x m  exp


x
m

: (4.2)
The likelihood function is parametrised in terms of ACP and the expected total number of
events Nexp = nsig + nbkg
L = e
 Nexp
Nobs!
Y
i

nsig
1 + qiArawsig
2
S(m) + nbkg
1 + qiArawbkg
2
Bqi(m)

; (4.3)
where nsig and nbkg are the signal and background yields, respectively, and the parameter
qi = 1 is the charge of the D candidate and Nobs is the total number of candidates.
The signal raw asymmetry Arawsig is a free parameter in the t. The free parameter Arawbkg
allows for a possible asymmetry in the combinatorial background. The four parameters
in eq. (4.1) dening the signal probability distribution function (PDF) are common to the
D+ and D  samples, while the parameter describing the background shape is allowed
to dier between the two subsamples. For the LL sample, there are ten free parameters.
To achieve convergence of the t in the smaller LD sample, it is necessary to x the two
parameters that describe the asymmetric tail in the signal PDF to the values obtained
from the charge-integrated LL subsample. Based on studies of simulated events, the tail
parameters of the LL and LD subsamples are expected to be compatible. Separate ts are
performed for the two magnet polarities.
Table 1 shows the results of the simultaneous ts to the D0 ! K0SK0S candidates. The
results on each subset of the data are compatible with each other. The t is shown in
gure 3 for the samples collected with the MagUp magnetic eld conguration.
For the D0 ! K+K  channel, binned 2 ts are performed to the m distributions of
the positively and negatively tagged D0 decays. The sample consists of 8:25 105 selected
candidates for the MagDown magnet polarity and 5:61  105 candidates for the MagUp
magnet polarity. The signal is modelled with a Johnson SU distribution plus a Gaussian
distribution, while the background shape is described by a fourth-degree polynomial mul-
tiplied by a
p
m m threshold factor. There are 12 free parameters, and 150 bins,
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Figure 3. Results of ts to m distributions of D0 ! K0SK0S candidates for MagUp magnet
polarity. The t to (a) D+ ! D0+ and (b) D  ! D0  candidates for the LL sample and the
t to (c) D+ ! D0+ and (d) D  ! D0  candidates for the LD sample are shown. The black
crosses represent the data points, the solid blue curve is the total t function, and the dashed blue
curve is the background component of the t.
in each m t. The 2 probabilities associated to the ts are 28% (20%) for the nega-
tively (positively) tagged D0 decays, and 23% (3%) for the negatively (positively) tagged
D0 decays, in the MagUp and MagDown magnet polarities, respectively. Figure 4 shows
the results for the MagUp magnet polarity t. The results obtained for the two magnet
polarities are
Araw(K+K )MagUp =  0:0188 0:0020; (4.4)
Araw(K+K )MagDown = 0:0030 0:0017;
where the uncertainties are statistical. The dierence in the MagUp and MagDown values
of Araw(K+K ) is an indication of a signicant tag detection asymmetry, which depends
on the magnetic eld orientation.
5 Systematic uncertainties
The main source of systematic uncertainty arises from the determination of Araw on the
D0 ! K0SK0S sample. Possible bias in the tting procedure is evaluated using simulated
pseudoexperiments. In particular, the uncertainty related to the choice of the signal model
is evaluated by using the nominal model to t samples generated with two alternative
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Figure 4. Results of ts to m distributions of D0 ! K+K  candidates for the MagUp magnet
polarity. The ts to (a) D+ ! D0+ candidates and (b) D  ! D0  candidates are shown. The
black points represent the data, the dashed blue and solid blue curves represent the background
component and the total t function, respectively.
models for the signal PDF: either a sum of two Gaussians with a common mean (for the
LL sample) or a single Gaussian (for the LD sample). The background PDF is varied by
modifying its behaviour at threshold. Systematic uncertainties of 510 3 and 0.01 for the
LL and LD samples, respectively, are assigned based on this study. As a cross-check, the
background shapes are constrained to be the same for the D+ and D  samples, and the
resulting asymmetry is compatible with the nominal. For the D0 ! K+K  t, an alter-
native procedure is used to evaluate the systematic uncertainty associated with the signal
PDF. In this case, the signal region (2:5 MeV=c2 around the signal mean) is excluded and
only the background shape is t. The yield is then determined by estimating the back-
ground in the signal region by interpolating the tted background function. Additionally,
alternative background shapes are tried, varying the degree of the polynomial. Based on
these studies a systematic uncertainty of 2  10 3 is assigned to Araw(K+K ).
The contribution of the residual background of D0 ! K0S+  decays to the tted
LL and LD signal yields is estimated to be (3:5  0:7)% and (5:5  4:6)%, respectively.
These values are combined with the K0S
+  background asymmetry, determined from
background-dominated regions of the 2FD distributions, to estimate contributions to the
systematic uncertainty of 410 3 and 510 3, for the LL and LD samples. Another con-
tribution comes from the residual fraction of secondary decays, which leads to a systematic
uncertainty for this source of 2  10 3 and 3  10 3 for the LL and LD samples. In this
case an upper limit of 0.02 for the maximum dierence in the production asymmetries of
D mesons and b-hadrons is assumed [23{25].
Potential trigger biases are studied using tagged D0 ! K+K  decays, by comparing
the raw asymmetries obtained in the subsample in which the trigger decision is based on
the charged particles from the decay of the D0 meson, and in the subsample in which
the trigger decision is not associated with the D+ decay. The sum in quadrature of the
dierence (albeit not statistically signicant) and of its statistical uncertainty is assigned as
a systematic uncertainty, which accounts for residual trigger-induced biases in the dierence
of measured asymmetries for signal and control channels. This uncertainty amounts to
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Source Araw(LL) Araw(LD) ACP (LL) ACP (LD)
Fit procedure 5 10 5 10
K0S
+  background 4 5 4 5
Secondaries 2 3 2 3
Wrong tag charge 2 2 { {
Trigger selection 5 5 5 5
K+K  t procedure { { 2 2
Residual detection
{ { 2 2
asymmetry
Total 9 13 9 13
Table 2. Systematic uncertainties on the quantities Araw and ACP . The total systematic uncer-
tainties in the last row are obtained by summing the corresponding contributions in each column
in quadrature. Uncertainties are expressed in units of 10 3.
5  10 3 for both the LL and LD samples. The small probability of assigning the wrong
charge to the tag candidate results in a systematic uncertainty of 2  10 3 for both the
LL and LD samples. This is obtained by varying the selection on the Pfake value of tag
candidates. This uncertainty cancels for ACP . For each neutral kaon in the nal state,
asymmetries arising from regeneration and from mixing and CP violation in the K0  K0
system are suppressed at the O(10 3) level [26]. Since they are expected to aect D0 !
K0SK
0
S and D
0 ! K0SK0S decays by the same amount, they cancel in Araw and therefore do
not contribute to the systematic uncertainty.
The cancellation of the production and detection asymmetries in the computation of
ACP may not be perfect due to dierences in the kinematics of the D0 ! K0SK0S candi-
dates and the D0 ! K+K  candidates. The oine selection of the two channels aims to
keep the kinematics as similar as possible, but the dierent trigger selections on the nal
states can introduce dierences. The associated systematic uncertainty is evaluated by con-
sidering four kinematic variables: the transverse momentum and the pseudorapidity of the
D+ candidate and the +tag candidate, respectively. For each variable a one-dimensional
weighting is performed on the D0 ! K+K  events such that they have the same distri-
bution as the D0 ! K0SK0S sample. Then Araw(K+K ) is determined from the weighted
sample. This is repeated for each of the four kinematic variables. The largest change in
Araw(K+K ) is taken as the systematic uncertainty and this is found to be 2  10 3 for
both the LL and LD samples. The systematic uncertainties are summarised in table 2.
6 Results
The procedure described in section 1 is used to combine the results for the raw asymmetries
to obtain ACP (K0SK0S ) for each of the LL and LD subsamples. For each of the subsamples,
the dierence ACP is calculated separately for the dierent magnet polarities using the
tted values of Araw (table 1 and eq. (4.4)). The values of ACP corresponding to the
two magnet polarities, which are found to be in good agreement (gure 5), are averaged
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Figure 5. Values of ACP obtained for both magnet polarities on the LL and LD samples, along
with the average of these measurements. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
by weighting with their statistical uncertainties. The systematic uncertainties are taken
from table 2. Using the LHCb measurement of ACP (K+K ) = (0:04  0:12  0:10)% [3]
results in
ACP (LL) = 0:067 0:038 0:009;
ACP (LD) =  0:053 0:074 0:013;
where the rst uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. These results are
combined by performing an average weighted by the total uncertainties and assuming that
the systematic uncertainties are fully correlated. The nal result is
ACP (K0SK0S ) = 0:043 0:034 0:010:
This measurement is systematically independent of the LHCb Run 1 measurement,
ACP (K0SK0S ) =  0:029 0:052 0:022 [8], and is compatible with it. An average, weighted
by the total uncertainties, of the two measurements is performed to obtain
ACP (K0SK0S ) = 0:023 0:028 0:009:
These results are compatible with the expectations of the Standard Model [5] and with
previous measurements [7, 9].
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